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Abstract
A new decentralized method is proposed to resource discovery in Grid computing systems.
This agent-based method supports semantic description and is flexible for resource
identification and allocation. It allows each of the individual resource agents to interact only
with its neighbor agents semantically and form a resource chain for a specific task
dynamically. We discuss about the success of probability of our method under different task
loading rates and compare it with some other known Algorithms. The experiments show the
algorithm could flexibly and dynamically discover resources.
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1. Introduction
One of the distributed computing systems is Grid computing. Grid computing makes it
possible for sharing in heterogeneous computing resources such as saving tools, processors,
data and applications on an unprecedented scale, among an infinite number of geographically
distributed groups [1]. Researchers want to seamlessly access and integrate Grid resources for
their works. Grids offer a way of using the information technology resources optimally inside
an organization [2]. They also provide a means for offering information technology as a
utility for commercial and noncommercial clients, with those clients paying only for what
they use, as with electricity or water.
Besides some important topics such as sharing, allocation and integration of recourses, the
issue of resource discovery has a special importance in Grid computing systems. About
recourse discovery in these systems with such characteristics, different methods such as Peerto-Peer Approache in [3, 4], Routing Transferring Model-Based Approach in [5], ParameterBased Approaches in [6, 7], Quality of Service (QoS) Approaches in [8, 9] and Ontology
Description-Based Approaches in [10-13] have been identified. The challenge is to devise
highly distributed discovery techniques that are fault tolerant and highly scalable. Among the
suggested methods, those methods without remaining due to the negotiation and decentralized
recourse discovery have a main importance. In these methods each recourse has an agent that
is called resource agent. To complete a specific task, resources agents interact with their
neighbors based on local knowledge and form a chain of resources dynamically.
In Ontology Description-Based Approach, Instead of exact syntax matching, ontologybased matchmaker performs semantic matching using terms defined in those ontologies.
Harth et al., proposed an ontology based matchmaker service for dynamic resource discovery
and description [11]. The presented method used separate ontologies to declaratively describe
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resources and job requests. They adopted the Globus Toolkit for the Grid service
development and exploited the monitoring and discovery service in the Grid infrastructure to
dynamically discover and update resource information. But, it is still not sure if it works well
in the large scale distributed network. Authors in [12] proposed semantic grid architecture for
discovering resources semantically. It was built on top of Gridbus broker [13], but its
improvement mainly consists in the semantic description of the Grid resources rather than
concerning global scale search and discovery. Gorgojo et al., proposed a semantic approach
for the learning web service discovery to support collaborative learning activities within a
particular educational setting [14]. Liangxiu and Dave introduced a flexible approach to
discover resources semantically by using a decentralized fashion [10]. In this approach
resource agents are considered as resource carriers and based on local knowledge and
individual agents manage resources chain connectivity and dynamically form resources chain
to complete tasks or jobs.
In this article using the suggested method in [10] and adding some other information to
each of the resource agents, we represent a new method that at first constructs an appropriate
resources chain and then removing removable superfluous nodes, reach an optimal resource
chain. Also we discuss about success of probability of our method under different task
loading rates and compare it with some other known methods.
To structure the grid, we use a small-world overlay graph. Small world graphs have been
found to be important in many different domains. Our overlay construction is the dynamic
version of a well-known algorithm for generating small world graphs which are a family of
graphs with several nice properties, most notably low diameter and low average degree. We
refer the interested reader to [15, 16] for details.
The rest of this paper is constructed as follow. In Section 2 some definitions and primary
concepts will be established. Our proposed algorithm is presented in Section 3. The
experiment results are demonstrated in section 4 and finally In Section 5, conclusions and
future works are highlighted.

2. Definitions and Primary Concepts
Before representing our algorithm, it is necessary to be familiar with some
definitions and primary concepts.
2.1. Connected Components
A graph is connected if for every pair of vertices, there is a path connecting them. A graph
that is not connected can be divided into connected components (disjoint connected
subgraphs). For example, the following graph is made of two connected components.
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Figure 2.1. A Graph with Two Connected Components
2.2. Ontology and Semantic Similarity Function
Ontology is a formal structure that contains information about semantic description data.
This structure contains a set of concepts and their connections. It can be used in the recovery
of information that deals with users inquiries [17, 18]. Ontology O is defined as
O ={C,

, R,

, A},

Where C is a set of concepts, R is a set of relationships,
is a partial order on C and
is a partial order on R. Also, A is defined as a set of axioms [19, 20].
Semantic similarity function is used for computing similarity between two concepts.
Similarity between concepts shows degree of their common. Similarity function is defined as
sim(x, y): C*C → [0, 1]. The output of this function is a real number in interval [0, 1] that
shows the degree of similarity between two concepts x and y. The zero output means lack of
sharing and output one shows complete similarity between two concepts [21-27].
2.3. Model Description
In this article like the represented model in [10] we graph the model by network that each
of its nodes is a resource agent and each of these agents carry a specific type of resource. If k
types of various resources exist in the system we show this k types with symbols of R1,…,Rk.
It is necessary to mention that resource agents have competence to find their neighboring
nodes to form resource chains needed for the tasks. A task is identified by a list of the
resources which is needed for doing it. Tasks are distributed with a certain rate µ in the
network and each of them needs m different types of resources (m ≤ k). If we suppose p task
distributes to the network, it could be shown by a p×m matrix that each row shows a task and
each column shows a required type of resource for it. Like the model in [10] each node
(resource agent) in the network has three states of inactive, committed and active. The
inactive state shows the node is free and is not working on any task. The committed state
means that the node is working on a task but the resource chain still is not complete and the
active state means the node is working on a task and the resource chain is completed. Here
Like [10], semantic similarity is represented by an n×n matrix which its entries specify the
rate of the similarity between the required resource type and the resource type of a resource
agent. In this article we assume that semantic similarity threshold is one thus, semantic
similarity matrix elements are zero and one that one means full similarity and zero means no
similarity.
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2.4. Resource Agent
Every resource agent has an individual number and is carrier of specific type of a resource.
Also each agent is aware of its neighbor's resource type and the task that is working on. Here
for operate our algorithm, it is necessary to equip each resource agent to below information:
1. Resources List: Here to form the chain, the first randomly selected agent should
supply a list of the resource types (except its resource type) necessary for the task and
send it to the free neighbors that their resource type exist in the list. After receiving
the list, each resource agent deletes its resource type from the list and repeats this
process. Here we nominate this list as resources list.
2. Committed list: When a resource agent deletes its resource type from the received
resources list, the obtained list may be empty. In this situation or in the condition that
there is no other free resource agent in its neighborhood, it creates a list which we call
committed list. Then the resource agent inserts its resource type and its node number
in it and sends the committed list to the neighbor that had received the resources list
from it. Every agent after receiving the committed lists from all of the neighbors that
had sent the resources list to them, joins received the committed lists, adds its
resource type and node number to it and sends the obtained committed list to the
neighbor that had received the resources list from it. Finally the first selected agent
prepares the main committed list. In this step the primary resources chain has been
constructed but it is possible that there are some superfluous resources in the chain.
3.

Connectivity field: As we said after constitution of the resources chain, it is possible
that there are some superfluous resources in the chain. A resource type in the chain is
superfluous, if it has repeated type in the main committed list. A superfluous node
that its deletion causes no chain disconnectivity is called removable, otherwise it is
called irremovable. Each node has a field which we call it connectivity field. At first
the connectivity field of each node is empty. We will explain more about these
concepts in the next section.

3. Proposed Algorithm
3.1. Constructing Primary Resources Chain
A task is identified by a list of the resources which are needed to doing it (task requires).
After loading a task, a free resource agent in the network is selected randomly and if its type
exists in the loaded task (list), it deletes own type from the task and puts others to a new list
called resource list. We call this agent the admin node. Then this agent changes its state to
committed state and sends this list to other neighbors that are free and their type is in the list.
By receiving resource list, the neighbors of the resource agent change their states to
committed state and delete their resource type from the received resource list and repeat this
process. When a resource list of a resource agent becomes empty or it does not have another
neighbor that is free and its resource type be existed in the resource list, it puts its resource
type and its node number in a new list called committed list and sends it to the neighbor
which had received the resource list from it. After receiving the committed lists from all of
the neighbors that had been sent the resources list to them, joins them together, adds its
resource type and node number to it and sends the formed committed list to the neighbor that
has received the resource list from it. The process of sending committed lists repeats till the
admin node receives the committed lists from all of the neighbors that had sent the resources
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list to them. Then it joins committed lists together and adds its resource type to it and makes
the main committed list. If the obtained committed list dose not supplies the required
resources for the loaded task, it sends an inactive order to the committed nodes in the
constructed chain and set itself to the inactive state. Otherwise, A resources chain is
constructed which we call it primary chain. Algorithm 3.1 displays a pseudo code which
describes forming of the primary resources chain. Note that it is possible that the primary
chain contains some superfluous resources. We discuss about removing these nodes in the
next subsection.
Now for understanding our Algorithm, we get an example of a network that contains 16
nodes labeled from 1 to 16 with 4 different types of resources (Figure 3.2a). We suppose that
the task T = (1, 2, 3, 4) loads in the network and node 1 is the admin node (Figure 3.2b). This
node is of the type 4 which is in the list (1, 2, 3, 4) and in the neighboring of it, the nods 3 and
14 can supply another needed resource types for T, so it goes to committed state (committed
state is shown with pink color in Figure 3.2). Then the node 1 deletes its resource type from
(1, 2, 3, 4) and sends the new resources list (1, 2, 3) to the nodes 3 and 14. The nodes 6 and 8
in the neighboring of the node 14 are free and their types are in the list (1, 2), so the node 14
goes to committed state and after deleting its resource type form the list (1, 2, 3) sends (1,2)
to the nodes 6 and 8. But node 3 doesn’t have any neighbor of the type 2 or 3, thus it forms a
committed list, inserts its number and type in it and sends the list ((3,1)) to the node 1. On the
other hand since the nodes 6 and 8 don't have any neighbor of the type 2 and 1 respectively;
they create new committed lists, insert their numbers and resources types into it, and send it to
the node 14. Then the node 14 receives committed lists ((6,1)) and ((8,2)) from the nodes 6
and 8 respectively, joins them to each other, adds its type and node number to it and sends
((14,3), (6,1), (8,2)) as the committed list to node 1. After receiving committed lists ((3,1))
and ((14,3), (6,1), (8,2)), the node 1 creates the main committed list ((1,4), (3,1), (14,3), (6,1),
(8,2)) or in summary (4,1,3,1,2). This list contains all of the needed types for T and hence the
primary chain could be constructed (Figure 3.2c). Note that the type 1 in the main committed
list is repeated.
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ALGORITHM proposed for forming Primary resources chain
1: Input: Task needs
2: Output: Primary resources chain
3: Assumptions
4: Task T loads in the network
5: Committed list (cmtlist) is empty set for all inactive nodes in the network
6: A node is selected randomly and it receives the task needs (Rlist) for T
7: \\ To construct the primary chain all nodes run the following steps individually
8: Begin Algorithm
9:
If Rlist is received Then
10:
If there is a neighbor that its resource type exist in the Rlist and its state is inactive
Then
11:
Set your state to committed state
12:
Delete your resource type from the Rlist
13:
Send the Rlist to all neighbors that their types exist in the Rlist and their state are
inactive
14:
Else
15:
Add your resource type and node number to cmtlist and send it to the node which you
have received Rlist from it.
16:
END If
17: END If
18: If all cmtlists are received from the neighbors that Rlist had been sent to them Then
19:
Create a cmtlist by joining received cmtlists and add your resource to it
20:
Send cmtlist to the neighboring node that you had been received the Rlist from it
21: END If
22: End Algorithm

Algorithm 3.1. Pseudo Code which Describes Forming of the Primary
Resources Chain

Figure 3.2. Constructing the Primary Resources Chain
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3.2. Removing Superfluous Nodes
In this part we want to remove removable superfluous nodes from the primary resources
chain and reach an optimal resource chain. Before explaining how admin node removes
removable superfluous nodes in details, let us look at the Algorithm 3.3, which describes the
process of forming the optimal resources chain from the primary resources chain.
ALGORITHM proposed for pruning removable superfluous nodes of the primitive resources chain
1: Input: primary resources chain
2: Output: optimal resources chain
3: Assumptions
4: cmtlist is the main committed list
5: \\ the admin node performs the following steps to remove the removable nodes
6: Begin Algorithm
7: While there is a removable superfluous node of a type R in the cmtlist
8:
If all of the repetitive elements of type R are removable Then
9:
keep one of the repetitive elements and remove others from cmtlist
10:
Else
11:
remove all removable elements of type R from cmtlist
12:
End If
13:
End While
14:
End If
15: End Algorithm

Algorithm 3.3. Pseudo Code which Describes Forming of the Optimal
Resources Chain
For an example consider Fig 3.4a. Here the task T = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) has been loaded in the
network, the node 31 has been selected firstly (admin node) and a primary chain has been
constructed. As we explained in the previous section, the main committed list is equal to (1, 4,
3, 2, 3, 4, 5). As we see in Figure 3.4b, according to Algorithm 3.3, the admin node (node 31)
deletes the nodes 35 and 12 which are removable. That means the state of the nodes 35 and 12
changes to inactive. Therefore a chain with nodes 23,31,11,15 and 37 will form for the loaded
task (Figure 3.4c).
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Figure 3.4. A Schema of the Algorithm 3.3 for Constructing the Optimal
Resources Chain
Now we explain the process of identifying the removable nodes in the primary chain. For
identifying a superfluous node is removable or not, the admin node sends a "check
connectivity" message to it. After receiving this message, the superfluous node inserts its
node number to its connectivity field and sends the connectivity field together with the
received message to one the its neighbors in the primary chain. Then each of the nodes in the
primary chain performs the following steps individually:
1. After receiving connectivity field together with ”check connectivity” message from one of
the neighbors in the primary chain, if your connectivity field is empty, put the received
connectivity field in your connectivity field and send it together with the received message to
other neighbors in the chain. If your connectivity field is not empty send "End of connectivity
checking" message to the neighbor that has received "check connectivity" message from it.
2. If you receive "End of connectivity checking" message from all of the neighbors that had
sent "check connectivity" message to them, send "End of connectivity checking" message to
the neighbor that had received "check connectivity" message from it.
After receiving the message of "end of connectivity checking", the superfluous node
considers the connectivity field of whole neighbors that are in the chain. If all of them are
equal to its connectivity field, it sends a message that includes "removable" to admin node
and changes its state to inactive. Otherwise a message that includes "irremovable" is sent to
admin node.

4. The Simulation Results
In this section we will concentrate on simulation results of the presented Algorithm. The
presented algorithm in the previous section is applicable on every network structure. Here the
network is displayed by a small world network graph with 128 nods 16 resource types which
is constructed based on available methods in [15,16]. We assume that each of the tasks needs
16 resource types. In each experiment we run 10 simulation with different loading rates of
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task generation that is between interval of [0.05, 1] and at each rate point, we publish 1000
tasks within the time step.
We study the relation of the task success probability under task complexity and different
task loading rate along with network scale with consideration of semantic similarity threshold
one.
We define task success probability as the ratio of number of tasks completion and total
tasks published.
4.1. The Relationship between Task Success Probability under Different Levels Task
Complexity and Different Task Load Rates
We consider the task complexity as the ratio of required resources for the task and the
variety of resources are in the network. Here we analyze the task in different lengths of 4, 8,
12, 16 and evaluate the success probability in similarity threshold of one. Figures 4.1(a) 4.1(d) display the results of these experiments regarding the new method and the method
proposed in [10].
As we see the success probability of the new method is greater than the previous method
and in both methods with increasing task complexity, success probability will decrease. Also,
if loading rate increases, success probability will decrease.

Figure 4.1. The Relationship between Success Probability under Different Task
Complexity
4.2. The Relationship between Success Probability and Increasing the Number of Nodes
Here we model networks with 64, 128 and 256 nodes that contains 16 various resource
types that are uniformly distributed and in every time step we send 1000 tasks to them.
We consider success probability of task regarding these different network scales. Here task
complexity has the fixed amount of 0.5. As we observe, with increasing size of the network
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the new method is work better that the previous method and in both methods when network
scale increases, success probability will increase (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2. The Relationship between Success Probability under Different
Network Scale

5. Conclusions and Future Works
It pointed to a decentralized method that is upon agent, supports the semantic description
and provides a flexible mechanism for resource allocation and nomination. Adding some
extra information to each of the resources agent, it was tried to make a suitable chain of
resources firstly and then deleting extra nodes from the constructed chain, we obtained the
desired chain. Also we compared our algorithm with some other known Algorithms. The
experiments show the algorithm could flexibly and dynamically discover resources.
The future work will focus on increasing security of the proposed method and also fault
tolerance while failing each of the resource agents after forming an optimal resources chain.
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